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About This Game

Fog floating in the cold sea.A cry came from the depths of darkness.A fishing boat drifting with a smell of blood.What exactly
happened to them? You reproduce one after another horrible story when finding the truth. Anyway you must be careful! Do not

get lost in this extreme panic!
Features:

Unique 2D hand-painted style.
New puzzle! Multiple cases, complicated and confusing! This challenge is not just challenge your brainpower, but also your

courage! You will have a totally different gaming experience.
Game players will be in the first-person mode to solve puzzles and promoting the development of the plot, immersive feeling for

players to experience different cool feeling.
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Never works seems to crash all the time if not all the time sometimes in the middle of it or end of it.. Ok so this is pretty huge
what is happening here.

Historically Eve of Destruction was a battlefield vietnam mod (2004 year), i used to play it back in the days of box copy's, with
your discs.
The mod was great, but then what is this REDUX edition about ??

Well first of all the game has been entirely redone under UNITY engine. That's means they had to entirely recode the game.
Some of the weapon animations are still clunky and the game needs updates in my opinion, but they will do it i feel.

As for content : The game has 35 maps, solo and multiplayer, 64 weapons, 196 vehicules (yes u heard me 196 vehicules), the
maps are huge, a LOT of different gamemodes to choose from, even zombie mode has been added yesss !!!

For now i just hope the devs give as much love to the community with constant updates, and then later on achievements and
cards, sales, for more player base.

It is just a honor and a huge pleasure to support this game who comes from my early teens, when PC gaming was starting to be
really huge (the 2000 era).

I recommend to DIE HARD FPS fans, Vietnam era fans, who miss Vietnam games. You will get your pleasure here !!!

As for 2018 the developper is still updating the game so its really a go for ))). Beautiful game and level design! Wish there were
more levels <3. The Gameplay is nice and story but sometimes little confusing when contronting with the enemy. Oh My God
this is awesome. Ocean survival with base building, shooting sharks for fun and profit, exploration, etc.
If they ever add submarines to this game I'm gonna ♥♥♥♥♥♥.. Fun and challenging puzzle game that focuses on logical and
technical puzzles. Give it a try. Worth your money!. I'm right on the borderline of not recommending "Lost Lands: The Four
Horsemen." It's a shame, because it's very obvious that a lot of work went into the game (good story, graphics, and even
puzzles). But, there are aspects to it that are horribly frustrating:

- The voice acting is horrible. The first couple of characters you meet are fine. But, after that, pretty much everyone's voice
acting is cringe-inducing. Worse, once you meet a dwarven guide, he (and others) insist on giving you an ear-bleeding travelogue
of stuff you don't need to hear. It made me want to not click on things because they'd talk at me.

- The Hidden Object Games (HOGs) aren't really HOGs. My definition of a HOG is a screen full of objects with a text list of
objects to find. Every HOG in this game is what I call a Chain o' Objects Game (COOG). In these, you've got a "list" of
outlines. You have to find a starting point in the scene and follow the chain of objects until you get to the end point. Personally,
I pretty much hate those COOGs. It doesn't help that the ones in this game are difficult to do.

- Some of the Achievements are really frustrating. In my case, I had issues finding some of the collectables. They're so well
camouflaged that after examing each scene minutely 5 times, I finally had to resort to the in-game Strategy Guide to find the
last of them. Similarly, I had another Achievement that I swear I should have gotten, but couldn't without multiple run-throughs.
And, finally, there's one ("Artist") where the timing is so tight I physically can't move the pieces fast enough and I've given up
(my OCD is driving me nuts). EDIT: I finally managed to get this last Achievement after 50 or so tries.

- A few of the key/lock pairs are so obscure that there's really nothing to indicate you should be doing something except that
there's nothing left to try (the spinning top "key", for example).
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- And, finally, a lot of the key/lock pairs are so far apart (not just physically, but temporally) that by the time you find the "key"
that fits the "lock" you've not only forgotten where the "lock" is, you've also forgotten its very existence.

It's really a shame about all of the above. I liked the previous game ("Lost Lands: Dark Overlord") a lot, and it had much the
same design philosophy. I think this game frustrated me so much because these issues got more prevalent in this game (either
that or I shouldn't have played them back-to-back). Still, for the price, and for the amount of gameplay you get (14.9 hours total:
9.6 in the main game, 1.9 in the bonus chapter, and another 3.4 hours back in the main game trying to finish up those
Achievements), it might be worth trying even at it's current list price of about $7. A lot of good work went into this game (with
a lot of good ideas) and it'd be a shame to not at least try it.. Can't even get on the game. Needs a seperate sign on OTHER than
STEAM but when you put in your email as I did quite a few times you get NO comfrimeation number. IF you are going to have
a confriemation number to get inot your product then at least make sure when someone send off their emil that they get a
comfrimation. WHY do I have to even do that when they could have the confrimation on STEAM like VR Chat does. Can't
even get on the game. BIG THUIMBS DOWN because I experieced NOTHING.
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I loved the wakfu Series so it's good to see it continue. I recommend watching it in French with sub -tittles though as the English
Dubbed voices are just .... ear grating. The french tones for the characters fit much better.. I've been playing this gorgeus game
for more than a year now. I will admit, it has it's flaws, none the less it is THE BEST video game adaptation of the manga and
anime series. Fun as hell, well developed, constantly evolving beaut of a fighting game, MUST PLAY for every Dragon Ball
Fan. Kitty robots, queer characters, people of color, and mind-machine interfacing -- what's not to like?

Kudos for being able to choose the gender of the protagonist; although, it would've been even better if there was a non-binary
option.

I really liked the mind-reading stuff through "the Void" because, as unethical as it may be, reading minds is a superpower I wish
I had. I think most people wish they had that power at some point in their lives, if not several times in their lives. It's neat the
way using that power can affect outcomes so easily.

There were romance options, men and women. However, they seemed rather secondary to the story, which is fine. Sometimes
romance isn't a person's cup of a tea. So, a person who isn't looking for romance in their story could probably still enjoy this
game if they like sci-fi themes.

I highly recommend this VN for its unique gameplay and interesting story.. Made bad choices and died :/ Would play again to
hopefully not die.. Minimalistic game where you basically just jump from platform to platform and try to beat some scores.
What made me pretty upset is that it didn't show up on my achievement showcase when I collected them all, but oh well still a
great game.

Edit: I like the new levels! Can't wait for even more challenging ones! :)
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